7 Reasons to Consider
Load Bank Testing

Introduction
Are you commissioning a new facility? Do you conduct ongoing
preventative maintenance on individual equipment? If faced with either of
these scenarios, you should integrate load bank testing into your standard
protocol. Load bank testing can alert you to any performance issues with
equipment, thus avoiding time-consuming and costly outages down the
road.
If you operate a data center, load testing ensures primary and secondary
systems including generators, uninterruptible power supplies, power
distribution units, battery backups and cooling systems will perform when a
power outage challenges your data center.
Load banks can also support other applications such as the power
generating equipment in a utility substation, solar farm or wind farm.
Whatever your application, load bank testing is designed to help companies
test, commission and maintain their critical power generation system by
providing a safe, consistent, sustainable and controllable load.
This eBook discusses the seven major reasons why you need to consider
load bank testing. Particular advantages revolve around technology,
service, testing cycles, time, cost, productivity, and risk. Before your facility
goes live and/or you deploy a preventative maintenance program, learn
how load bank testing can contribute to the success of your operation.
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1. Access to Advanced
Load Testing Technology
Determining if your facility, systems and equipment function at peak capacity requires an electrical load
from either the utility grid or a load bank. Using grid power can complicate testing for a variety of reasons,
including the availability of sufficient, consistent and reliable loads. Only load banks guarantee you will have
enough of a load for full capacity operation.
With the right load bank partner, you gain access to the most advanced load bank technology. These
solutions come in a variety of sizes, types, and configurations:

Resistive, Reactive and
Resistive/Reactive

Portable, Permanent and
Rack-Mounted

Resistive load banks convert electrical energy
(current) into heat using power resistors and
dissipate the heat using air or water. Reactive
load banks simulate systems affected by electric
motors or other electromagnetic devices on a
power network. Resistive/Reactive combine both
resistive and reactive elements in one load bank
package.

Our portable fleet of load banks range in size and
application from 4KW Rackmount units to 5MW
medium voltage units:

Medium Voltage

Power-Quality Monitors

• Resistive Reactive
• Direct MV Units
• Rackmounted
• Power Quality Metering

Offered by only a few load bank companies, medium
voltage load banks provide a more sophisticated
solution over low voltage options. Testing with
medium voltage load banks requires fewer
components and no transformer, as well as shortens
the testing duration.
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With innovative capabilities such as power-quality
monitoring, you can collect data at the rack, aisle
or room level. Larger data sets will help you better
evaluate testing accuracy and efficiency.
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2. Around-the-Clock Service for
the Most Complex Projects
Maintaining a strong partnership with a load bank solution provider will ensure your requirements and
expectations are consistently met. Some of the service advantages of a premier provider include:
●● Technical Expertise – A good provider will
have a track record of supporting the most
complex projects. Trusted consultants help you
plan equipment placement, access, ingress/
egress, and be available 24/7.

●● Relationship Building – From the beginning of
your project, your provider needs to be working
with you side-by-side. You want a valuable
business partner who can keep your project on
time and within budget.

●●Customized Solutions – By taking the time
to understand your unique requirements, a
provider can develop a custom load bank
solution for your project.

●●Extensive Load Bank Inventories and
Availability – A variety of available load banks
means your load bank partner can create an
optimal testing environment in any application.
It’s important your provider understand the value
of both resistive and reactive testing, as well
as offer medium voltage load banks for faster
commissioning.

●●Hands-On Support – The right partner will
manage all aspects of your project, such as
space planning, resource planning, cabling
installation, load bank deployment, and
load bank modifications for specific system
requirements.
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●● Focus on Safety – When knowledgeable
consultants plan meticulously, you can execute
projects safely.
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3. Testing through Every
Project Cycle
Carrying out a facility’s commissioning plan requires conducting specific elements of load bank testing at
each project cycle. Best practices at the various phases include:

Planning Phase

Design Phase

Construction Phase

You and your load bank
provider develop a plan,
budget and clarify roles.

You and your load bank
provider determine
utility and supplier test
requirements.

During this phase, you
perform a system test at the
subsystem level.

Acceptance Phase

System Handoff Phase

You conduct the
commissioning test after
equipment installation, as
well as when the system
goes live to verify correct
operation.

Commissioning test data is
used as a baseline for future
system testing.
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4. Greater Control over the
Testing Schedule Saves Time
When you use the grid for load testing, you rely on the utility grid operator to schedule your load test well
in advance. If the grid operator determines the grid cannot meet the current demands at the time of your
test, your load test will be canceled, and you will need to reschedule. This lack of control over the project
schedule can cost you time and money, especially if you have strict contractual deadlines to meet.
When you deploy load banks, you have complete control over your testing schedule. You won’t be
dependent on an outside entity for your power source. When you keep load testing on schedule, you’re able
to meet critical project deadlines and won’t risk delaying your facility launch.
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5. An Opportunity to Lower Costs
Load bank testing is typically conducted in two scenarios: when a new facility is commissioned or as part
of a preventative maintenance program. During commissioning, your goal is to fix problems before your
operation goes into production. The cost of renting load bank solutions is far less than the expense
of resolving issues after your facility goes live. When you rent load bank equipment versus purchasing
it, you can save on ongoing storage, maintenance, and operating costs, as well as a significant initial cash
outlay for the purchase.
Load bank testing during facility commissioning can also support meeting your budget. You can validate
equipment function, verify the infrastructure is operating at top performance levels, and optimize the facility’s
design and layout.
As part of a preventative maintenance program, ongoing load bank testing reduces the possibility of
unplanned downtime. According to a 2016 Ponemon Institute study sponsored by Emerson Network Power,
the overall average cost of a data center outage was $740,357 per incident (click here to read full report).
With proper testing, you increase the chances of correcting any issues before they lead to downtime so you
can avoid these exorbitant costs. You can also extend equipment life by regularly performing testing and
maintenance.
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6. Increase Productivity within
the Testing Environment
Using portable load banks allows you to streamline load testing in a variety of applications. From small to
large kW ratings, portable load banks are lightweight, compact, convenient and reliable. They are available
in a multitude of models offering different capacities, voltages, and frequencies.
Portable load banks are also built to transport safely to job sites, including remote locations. They provide
power when the grid is unavailable. Once on-site, portable load banks efficiently move from one testing
location to another. This portability simplifies the load testing process and allows staff to focus on more
productive tasks.
You can also deploy medium-voltage load banks for substation and generator system testing at a data
center. Low voltage load banks take up more space. A larger footprint can increase your overall costs by
taking more time to configure and requiring additional labor.
Medium voltage load bank solutions take up less space and require fewer components. They reduce
cabling and installation requirements significantly. They also create fewer points of failure.
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7. Load Testing Leads to
Reduced Risk
Using load banks for load testing helps reduce many risks, some of which include:

Outage Risk

Few businesses can survive a power outage unscathed. In
many cases, critical facilities such as data centers suffer
debilitating financial losses from downtime.
When you connect to the grid for testing, you increase the
likelihood of a power outage. You have no control over the
grid’s power delivery system or the grid operator’s ability to
meet your power demands. If you don’t test your operation
at maximum load, you may not know how your equipment
will perform at peak loads. This uncertainty can lead to
future outages.

Load Control Risk

Using the grid provides no guarantee you’ll receive a stable,
controlled load. Power from the grid is often dispersed,
unpredictable and random. Without an accurate load, you
won’t be able to ensure operational reliability.
Unlike the grid, load banks provide a precise, controllable
load so you can test your systems at peak capacities. When
you put equipment under a designed load, you’re better
able to identify possible faults, correct them and validate
the reliability of your equipment at maximum design loads.

Equipment Performance Risk

Load bank testing validates performance and identifies
issues before a facility goes on-line. For instance, in a
data center application, components are placed under a
load, primary and backup system failures can result from
faulty design, improper settings and time-delays, defective
equipment, and equipment damaged during transit or
installation. Until tested on site and put under a load, these
problems may go undetected.
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Regulatory Compliance Risk

To comply with certain regulations, some operations
may require load bank testing. Standards
organizations, including the National Fire Protection
Association, the ANSI/NETA Standard for Maintenance
Testing Specifications for Electrical Power Equipment
and Systems, and the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, impose
mandates for load testing.

Safety Risk

When you don’t rely on the power grid for load bank
testing, you will experience fewer power surges. By
reducing the risk of a power surge, load banks can
improve staff safety and lessen the likelihood of
equipment damage.

Business Reputation Risk

With increasingly complex power systems, periodic
testing and maintenance become critical. When
your emergency system fails, the reputation of your
business suffers, especially if a power loss affects
the well-being of your customers. Load bank testing
ensures systems will work as intended.
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Uncover Issues in a Controlled
Environment

Proper load bank testing of your facility, systems, and equipment helps ensure the most reliable
operation possible. It helps you detect problems stemming from faulty designs, improper settings,
and defective or damaged equipment. Load banks help provide a stringent testing environment that
validates performance and identifies issues.
By performing rigorous testing with load banks on site, you can minimize the likelihood of a future
power outage. Creating more dependable performance and increasing availability could save your
operation from significant financial losses.
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Choose ComRent as Your
Utility Commissioning Partner
ComRent is a global leader in load bank rentals and service for testing
and commissioning mission-critical power generating equipment. With
more than 30,000 load tests performed and a 99.99% on-site performance
rate, we bring a level of service, expertise, and experience unmatched in
the industry.
We add value by taking a consultative approach to every commissioning
and testing project. By getting involved early in a strategic process, we’re
able to integrate load bank test planning into the design, scheduling and
budgeting phase of each project.
ComRent’s team of load experts is ready to help ensure your system
is successfully interconnected. We offer a complimentary consultation
to review your project and propose the right load bank solution for your
application. Contact us today, or give us a call at 888-881-7118 for more
information on load bank testing.
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ComRent Corporate Headquarters
16201 TRADE ZONE AVE #103
UPPER MARLBORO, MD 20774

Phone : 888-881-7118

Learn more at:
www.ComRent.com

